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What is eUICC?

eUICC stands for embedded universal integrated circuit card. This is the 
technology that allows a SIM card to enable more than one subscriber 
profile over its lifecycle. (Carrier “subscriber profiles” indicate that a 
device has an account and can work on their network.) If your SIM card is 
eUICC-enabled, you can switch between cellular carrier profiles without 
ever needing to physically swap out the SIM card. 

eUICC is the software that makes this possible. But for eUICC to work, 
you must use the right hardware — in this case, an eUICC SIM card 
that can support all the necessary profile management operations 
and additional memory. 

Basically, eUICC SIMs act as a digital wallet that lets you use several 
di!erent “credit cards” (or subscriber profiles), all on the same 
eUICC SIM card. 

Hologram developed Hyper, our eUICC o!ering, to give M2M users more 
flexibility with their devices. Hologram handles all the technical 
integrations so that companies can use eUICC-enabled devices anywhere, 
with any of Hologram’s 550+ carrier partners. This simplifies their supply 
chains and extends the life (and usefulness) of their devices.

What’s the di!erence between eUICC and UICC?

A UICC-enabled SIM limits you to a single default profile, which is placed 
on the SIM card at the time of manufacture. This profile can never be 
changed. If you want to switch carrier profiles, you must replace the 
entire SIM card within your device.  
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How many profiles can be used?

How do I change the SIM profile?

Which carrier profile(s) can I use?

Just one

Replace the entire SIM card

Only the original carrier profile that was 
provisioned at the time of manufacture

Unlimited

Use over-the-air provisioning to 
remotely add a new profile

Choose the profile that best fits your needs 
— and change as connectivity needs change



How does eUICC work?

An eUICC-enabled eSIM card is manufactured by an accredited 
eSIM manufacturer. This card must be made with enough on-chip 
memory to support the eUICC OS (installed at manufacturing) and 
multiple profiles (installed later).

The eUICC-enabled eSIM is installed in a device, often soldered 
directly onto the printed circuit board itself. 

Remote SIM Provisioning (RSP) technology lets you download, 
update, and enable di!erent connectivity profiles on the eSIM. 
Hologram does this by sending an SMS directly to the eSIM’s 
eUICC operating system. 

The eUICC-enabled eSIM then communicates with the cellular 
module and connects with Hologram’s eUICC platform to 
download the new connectivity profiles.

The eUICC-enabled eSIM and Hologram’s eUICC platform connect 
to confirm that the new profile has been successfully enabled.
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Think of UICC as an individual credit card with a set 
interest rate. When selecting a credit card, you had 
to decide which benefits are most important to you: 
cashback, miles, points, flexible terms, and 
so on. You can switch to another card later to 
get di!erent benefits, but it’s kind of a pain — 
especially if you set up all your bills to auto-pay.

eUICC SIMs act more like a digital wallet that holds 
several credit cards. You can easily switch between 
cards to get the most advantageous benefits: use 
the one with fuel rewards when you’re gassing up 
your car, the one with no foreign transaction fee for 
international travel, or the cashback one for big-
ticket purchases.  For cellular IoT, that means you 
can choose the carrier profile that meets your 
connectivity needs, such as localized coverage, 
higher data tra"c, or tailored pricing.   

eUICC gives you more flexibility and choice, 
while UICC limits your options. 

What must be included in a eUICC solution?

A true eUICC solution is more than just the 
software or the SIM cards. Rather, M2M 
manufacturers who want to use eUICC in their 
devices should look at how all the elements work 
together. eUICC connectivity begins with the eUICC 
chips used in manufacturing and includes several 
software components. 

• eUICC-enabled SIM manufacturing 
• eUICC operating system 
• eUICC-ready connectivity profiles and
   commercial agreements 
• eUICC Remote SIM Provisioning (RSP) Platform 

Hologram simplifies eUICC connectivity by 
handling all the tech integrations:
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Why would I want an eUICC-enabled card? 

How does an eSIM fit into all this? What’s the 
di!erence between eSIM and eUICC?

No matter how long your device will be in the field, eUICC gives you the 
assurance that you will always have continuous coverage. Your device will 
be able to connect to evolving coverage options even after devices are 
deployed in the field. This means you can keep devices in the field longer 
and re-deploy them to new markets, increasing their lifetime revenue. 

Future-proof your connectivity

Soldering a carrier-specific SIM card to hundreds (or thousands) of 
devices in the field limits your options. Your devices can’t easily switch to 
another carrier profile if the contracting terms change or if reliability 
becomes an issue. And what if new regulations require you to switch to 
another provider? eUICC gives you more control. You can select the carrier 
profile that’s best for your business — and switch as your needs change.

Optimize cost and coverage

Do you sell devices in multiple places? Avoid the headache of managing 
which SIM SKU goes where. eUICC means that every device can use the 
same eUICC SIM card and be provisioned over the air when it reaches its 
final destination.  

Simplify your supply chain
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An eSIM is the embedded SIM card (the hardware itself) that supports 
eUICC (the software profile). eSIMs are actually available in multiple form 
factors, including 2FF, 3FF, 4FF, and MFF2. An eSIM is ideal for IoT 
devices that may be exposed to harsh conditions because it can be 
soldered directly to the board and vacuum sealed to minimize exposure. 
This soldering also allows for smaller form factors with fewer pieces. If 
you are developing a device that needs to last, an eUICC-compatible eSIM 
can ensure long-term usability.



Why was eUICC developed?

Even a few years ago, M2M manufacturers went through intensive 
planning to determine which carriers would work in which places, then 
had to install di!erent SIM cards for each market. That meant multiple 
SKUs, multiple carrier relationships, and a lot of supply chain complexity. 

At the same time, the average consumer’s cellphone SIM was usually tied 
to their original carrier. Switching carriers meant switching SIMs — and 
sometimes entirely replacing their phone. The iPhone and Google Fi were 
the first to give consumers more choice by using eUICC-enabled SIM cards 
that work across multiple carriers.   

Meanwhile, car manufacturers trying to ensure their vehicles stay 
connected for the vehicle’s entire life turned to eUICC technology. Only 
companies with giant fleet contracts had enough demand and leverage to 
really secure eUICC-capable SIM technology for their M2M applications. 
However, as the market has matured, companies like Hologram are now 
bringing cellular IoT capabilities like eUICC to more businesses — helping 
ensure long-term connectivity, no matter where devices roam. 

How is eUICC di!erent for M2M rather than 
consumer applications? 

If a person has an issue switching carriers for their eUICC-enabled 
cellphone, it can be annoying, but they can call tech support or visit 
a carrier store and get the problem resolved relatively quickly. 

However, many M2M applications are mission critical, and much 
more complex. If a remote machine’s OTA update fails, other 
operations may grind to a halt — and there may be no one 
around to notice or troubleshoot. 

That’s why Hologram developed Hyper, our eUICC o!ering. Hyper is 
designed to give M2M users the flexibility to make OTA updates, while 
Hologram takes care of all the provisioning, negotiating, and support. 
Hologram currently works with 550+ carriers in 196 countries.
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Can I retrofit my existing SIM cards for eUICC?

No. Traditional SIMs don’t have the software or enough memory to host 
the eUICC OS or support swapping profiles. However, you CAN swap out a 
device’s previous SIM card with an eUICC SIM card. 

Do all eUICC SIM suppliers work with multiple carriers?

Not necessarily. Many eUICC SIM suppliers are simply manufacturers that 
assemble the silicon eUICC chips in di!erent form factors and load the 
profiles generated by di!erent carriers. They may be able to introduce 
you to the right people at a carrier, but they typically do not handle the 
connectivity service, nor do they o!er user-facing dashboards and tools 
to help manage your deployment.  

Hologram handles the entire process, from working to manufacture eUICC 
SIMS and negotiating with carriers through tech integration and ongoing 
support. We are constantly working to improve coverage options, 
performance, and flexibility for your organization.

How do I build my own M2M eUICC device?

Hologram eUICC SIMs are easy to start using. From a network connectivity 
standpoint, they function just like our current global IoT SIMs — the device 
will connect as usual, but will have additional functionality. Our sales 
team can help talk through your short- and long-term needs to ensure 
your devices are compatible with our platform, no matter where you 
plan to deploy them.

Will my eUICC-enabled card work with every 
cellular IoT provider?

All eUICC platforms and SIM manufacturers are required to be 
accredited to GSMA standards. However, you may need additional 
custom integrations and testing before your devices can properly 
perform eUICC operations for profile management. You will also need 
to negotiate agreements with your chosen carrier(s) and integrate their 
profiles into your eUICC platform. Hologram takes care of all that back-
end configuration and negotiation so that your eUICC-enabled card 
works with all the providers we work with. (That opens up 550+ 
carriers worldwide and counting.)
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What comes after eUICC?

If we gaze into our crystal ball, iUICC (integrated universal integrated 
circuit card) is the next step in cellular IoT evolution. Some are also calling 
this an iSIM. iUICC will integrate a version of the eUICC OS completely into 
software, removing any hardware chip component. This can simplify 
development, reduce costs, and further shrink the form factor — 
intriguing benefits for IoT devices. iUICC may also improve power 
consumption and security. 

eUICC will persist, though, as it gives companies the assurance that their 
devices will work in the long run. Hologram eUICC profiles will transition 
into iUICC form factors as the new technology matures. 

Check out our Hologram Hyper product page or get in touch with our customer success 
team to discuss how eUICC can help future proof your devices’ connectivity. 

Learn more about eUICC

HOLOGRAM HYPER SALES@HOLOGRAM.IO
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https://www.hologram.io/products/hyper
https://www.hologram.io/contact-sales

